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Salutations, 
 
 This is an introductory guide to the SynthBuilder audio-synthesis 
component package for TouchDesigner. 
 
 These components were built with the goal of significantly speeding 
up the process of creating synthesizers in TouchDesigner by expanding the 
feature-set of the standard operators while implementing those most 
commonly used in a musical context.  
  
   The kit currently consists of 9 separate modules which can be 
used together to quickly and efficiently create all sorts of unique 
synthesizers routings in TouchDesigner. These components are: 

 
- VoiceAllocator: This component takes MIDI input and outputs a set 

of channels used to control your synthesizer. It is the heart of 
your synth! 

 
- Oscillator: The essential sound-generating module of your 

synthesizer. It features 4 oscillator styles. 

 
- LFO: An optimized low frequency modulation component with 

additional waveforms and BPM sync.    

 
- MultiEnvelope: A multi-stage, loop-able envelope generator module 

with polyphonic modulation of envelope time.  

 
- DualMixer: A two-source mixer with ring-mod and dynamic blending. 

 
- VectorMixer: A four-source mixer inspired by vector synthesis 

synthesizers such as the Wavestation and Prophet VS.  

 
- PanningAmplifier: Uses modulation channels to pan and attenuate 

the audio channels which are then summed to a stereo pair.    

 
- DualFilter: Two filters set up in series, parallel or anything in 

between! The second filter can be disabled if needed and all 
parameters can be modulated polyphonically.  

 
- FunctionGenerator: Inspired by the “FUNs” found in Kurzweil 

synths. These offer a quick way of combining two signals in a 
variety of ways for a variety of tasks.   
 

The rest of the manual will go through the various features of these 
components offering some insights into how they might be wired together. 



 
It is important to remember however that there are many different 

approaches to audio-synthesis and while I believe I’ve come up with a 
comprehensive kit. You are encouraged to develop your own techniques and 
follow your inspiration!   
 
 
 

VoiceAllocator: 

 

  
 
VoiceAllocator contains the round-robin voice-allocation algorithm 

which enables easy set-up of polyphonic synthesizer networks with variable 
voice number, unison modes, unison stack and polyphonic aftertouch.     
  
 A round-robin algorithm has been chosen to more evenly spread the 
action around the voices making it easier to represent them on screen 
without having some voices remaining inactive. More algorithms are in the 
works.  
 

Set Up: 

 
After the midiin CHOP, this is the first module you will want to 

drop into your synthesizer network.   
 
 Set up your midi-in devices in the midi devices dialog and add a 
midiin CHOP to network and connect its output to the Midi_In input of the 
VoiceAllocator. Make sure the incoming midi channels match the one set on 
the VoiceAllocator.    

 
 The VoiceAllocator output labeled “OscillatorPitch_Out” should be 



sent into the “Pitch_In” Oscillator component’s “Pitch_In” input. The 
“Gate_Out” output to the “Reset” input and lastly, the “UnisonPan_Out” 
output of the VoiceAllocator should be wired to the “OscPan_In” input of 
the Oscillator component.  
 

The “Gate_Out” component should be typically be sent to the input of 
a trigger CHOP or the SynthBuilder’s MultiEnvelope “Gate_In” input.  

 
From this point onwards, how you chose to set-up your synthesizer 

will be entirely up to you but here is what a very simple set-up might 
resemble.  

 
  

 

 
Inputs: 

 
Midi_In: This is where you plug in the output from your midiin CHOP or 
midi file which gets converted to usable channel data for your synth 
network.  
 
UnisonPitch_In: Tune/Detune your unison stack with any kind of unipolar 
(meaning 0 to 1) modulation input typically, ModWheel or Aftertouch.  

 
Outputs: 
 
OSCPitch_Out: The formatted pitch information for the Oscillator 
component. 
 
Gate_Out: outputs the note on/off and velocity information. It should 
typically be connected to the Oscillator’s, the MultiEnvelope’s and the 
LFO’s “Gate_In” inputs. 
 
KeyboardMod_Out: Sends 0-1 channel information relative to the keyboard 
size and note number. Typically connected to any modulation source you may 
want to modify depending on pitch. The most traditional use of this is to 
the filter cut-off where, like on acoustic instruments, higher notes will 



sound brighter than lower notes.  
 
ModWheel_Out: Passes the ModWheel midi information out as a 0-1 channel to 
be used as a modulation source.  
 
UnisonPan_Out: To be used in conjunction with the “UnisonPan_In” input of 
Oscillator component. It sets the stereo spread of the oscillator stack. 
 
Aftertouch_Out: Passes the Aftertouch midi information out as a 0-1 
channel to be used as a modulation source.  
 
ModX_Out: Passes the Continuous Controller midi information set on the 
VoiceAllocator page as a 0-1 channel to be used as a modulation source 
 
ModY_Out: Passes the Continuous Controller midi information set on the 
VoiceAllocator page as a 0-1 channel to be used as a modulation source. It 
pairs nicely with ModX CC for vector synthesis applications.   
 
 

Parameters: 

 
Midi Channel: Sets the midi channel that the VoiceAllocator (and 
subsequently your synthesizer) will receive.  
 
Number of Voices: Sets the amount of voices used by your synthesizer. A 
voice can be understood as a complete synthesizer network. Adding a voice 
creates a new channel in your synthesis network and effectively adds to 
the CPU requirements of your synthesizer. Managing the number of voices 
can be a trade-off between the desired polyphony and total CPU cost of 
your network.     
 
PitchWheel Max: Sets the amount of pitch in semitones added or subtracted 
to the keyboard value by moving the pitch wheel controller.  
 
Keyboard Size: This parameter effectively scales the range of the keyboard 
modulation output. This modulation runs from 0-1 with middle C (Midi Note 
60) corresponding to 0.5. Increasing the size of the keyboard, decreases 
the amount of modulation over an octave.  
 
Aftertouch Mode: Enable or disable polyphonic aftertouch.    
 
ModCC (x-y): Sets the midi cc numbers which will be passed through to the 
ModX and ModY outputs.  
 
Portamento On/Off: Enables or disables the portamento (sliding pitch from 
one note to another) feature.  
 
Portamento Time: Sets the amount of time in seconds with which one note 
will slide to the next.  
 
Legato On/Off: Enables or disables legato playing of notes. When set to 
ON, portamento will only be enabled if another key is held down at the 
time.  



 
Unison On/Off: Enables or disables unison.  
 

Note: Unison effectively adds additional pitch channels sent out to 
the oscillator and is used to thicken up sounds and can create extremely 
rich chorusing effects when those pitch values are detuned against each 
other. This however comes at a cost as each additional channel created 
downstream adds to the cook-time. The Oscillator component reduces this 
added cost by summing the oscillator channels at the output.   
 
Unison Type: A unique feature which tunes the unison voices to specific 
intervals such as octaves, fifths, minor chord etc.  
 
Unison Voices: Sets the total number of pitch channels in the unison 
stack.     
 
Unison Pitch Spread: Evenly detunes the pitches of the unison stack to 
achieve pleasant chorusing/beating effects.  
 
Unison Pan Spread: Only used with the Oscillator component; it determines 
the amount by which the individual oscillators which make up the unison 
stack are spread across the stereo field. Very lush!  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Oscillator: 
 

 
 
 

Oscillator is the core sound-generating module of your synthesizer. 
It is built around the native audio oscillator CHOP but has been 
overhauled for ease of use in typical synthesizer applications. It 
features 4 different oscillator types for a wide variety of tones.  

 

Set Up: 

 
Begin by clicking the “SET-UP” tab of your Oscillator component 

pages and filling out the “Folder” parameters by linking them to their 
appropriate folders:  

 

         
 

The default folders included with the SynthBuilder kit are 
“Wavetables”, “Samples” and “OneShot”. You can drop your own samples or 
wavetables in them or create new ones. Files must be .wav or .WAV.  



 
Note: Additional wavetables can be downloaded from this site 

https://waveeditonline.com/ and created using a free tool found here: 
http://synthtech.com/waveedit  

 
Note: An error will appear if there are no valid files and folders 

at the destination. This can easily be remedied by re-linking the 
appropriate folder and changing the Oscillator Type parameter back. 

 
 Next up you will probably want to connect the previously mentioned 

VoiceAllocator outputs to their corresponding inputs as shown:  
 

 
 

 
Inputs: 

 
OSCPitch_In: This is where the coarse pitch values of the oscillators will 
be set by the OSCPitch_Out channels from the VoiceAllocator.  
 
Gate_In: Is used to determine to reset the oscillators at the beginning of 
their cycle. An essential feature when using the Sample Oscillator type 
when you want the sample to begin from the beginning at every key press. A 
typical set-up would take the Gate_Out output of the VoiceAllocator.   
 
UnisonPan_In: Hooked up to the corresponding VoiceAllocator output.  
 
PitchMod_In: This is where you send your pitch modulation channels for 
vibrato applications. Typically, an LFO or the output of a 
FunctionGenerator.  
 
PulseWidthMod_In: This is where you send your PulseWidth modulation 
channels. It functions on the triangle and square wave in “Analog” mode 
and scans the wavetable in “Wavetable” mode.  
 

 
 

https://waveeditonline.com/
http://synthtech.com/waveedit


Outputs: 
 
Voices_Out: This is the summed output of the oscillator channels as 
voices. Either 1 channel per voice in mono mode (the typical set-up) or 2 
channels per voice in stereo mode. 
 
Oscillator_Out: This is the raw output of the audio oscillator CHOP. It 
includes every single oscillator.  

 
Parameters: 
 

 
 
Sample Rate: This sets the sample-rate of your oscillators! Depending on 
the nature of your synthesizer network, it can have a big enough impact on 
reducing CPU cook time at the cost of “lower fidelity”, ie, less high 
frequency information. In some cases, this may be a desirable sound-design 
feature! 
 
Voice Mode: Mono or Stereo. When in Mono, 1 channel will correspond to 1 
voice at “Voices_Out” output. When in stereo, each voice will have 2. In 
this mode, the “Unison Pan Spread” parameter from the VoiceAllocator 
component can be heard.  
 
WaveTable Folder: Sets the path to your wavetable folder. The wavetables 
contained should each be in the “waveedit” format which can be created 
using this tool: http://synthtech.com/waveedit  
 
Sample Folder: Sets the path to your sample folder. The folder should only 
contain .wav files either in mono or stereo.  
 
OneShot Folder: Sets the path to your OneShot folder. 
 
Smooth Pitch Change: If the Pitch Control channel input to the Audio 
Oscillator CHOP is rising and is running at the Touch default of 60 frames 
per second, then the pitch will hold for 1/60 second before stepping up 
for another 1/60 second. This is an audible step. With this option On, the 
pitch rises for every audio sample, giving perfectly smooth glissando at 
extra compute cost.   

 
 

http://synthtech.com/waveedit


 
 
Oscillator Type: This parameter determines what type of Oscillator will be 
used. There are currently 4 types to choose from:  

 
- Analog: The standard array of analog waveforms featured on the 

audioosci CHOP except for the “Gaussian” waveform which has been 
scaled to correspond to the rest of the oscillators.  

- Sample: Sample oscillator takes mono or stereo .wav files from 
your sample folder and plays them back as the waveform. Very cool!  

- WaveTable: Wavetable type plays back “wave-edit” format wavetables 
referred to above.  

- OneShot: A currently still slightly experimental mode which 
launches a single sample per key-press. Unfortunately, due to 
certain aspects of the standard TouchDesigner operators. This mode 
is a bit of a hit or miss depending on its application. Still a 
work in progress!  
 

Waveform: Select the waveform of your oscillator. The menu will 
automatically populate itself with the file names of the corresponding 
items in your oscillator type folders.  
 
PulseWidth: In “Analog” mode, this modifies the waveform qualities of both 
the triangle and square wave. In “WaveTable” mode, it is used to blend 
between wavetables.  
 
Pulse Width Mod Amount: Determines how much of the channel information 
coming in to the “PulseWidthMod_In” modifies the pulse width of the 
waveform who have this option.  
 

Note: Due to the nature of certain TouchDesigner operators which 
make up this feature, fast modulation may result in audible stepping in 
the waveform. View this feature as a source of subtle movement rather than 
wild modulation. Still very useful though!  



 
Octave: Sets the base octave of the oscillator. 
 
Fine Tune: Fine tune the pitch of the oscillator in cents. It goes from 
one octave down to one octave up.  
 
Pitch Mod Amount: Determines how much of the channel information coming in 
to the “PitchMod_In” is added to the pitch of the Oscillator.  
 
Oscillator Reset: When set to on, will reset the oscillator or sample to 
the beginning of its cycle when an “off to on” signal is sent to the 
“Gate_In” input of the Oscillator component. It is especially helpful in 
“Sample” mode when triggering samples with a definite start such as drum-
loops.  
 
Phase Mod: Enables/Disables a feature in which the phase of each voice can 
be offset by a certain amount at the cost of additional CPU processing.  
 
Phase Offset: Determines the amount of phase offset per channel which 
makes up a voice.  
 
Oscillator Slop: Adds a small amount of deviation from the root pitch per 
key-press at the cost of additional CPU processing as set by the “Slop 
Amount” parameter.  
 
Slop Amount: Determines the amount of deviation from the root pitch per 
keypress. It can be used to “analogify” the stability of digital 
oscillators and add a certain vintage spice to a sound. The setting goes 
from subtle detune to wildly random. It is a “deluxe” feature for those 

with cpu cycles to spare 😉  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LFO: 
 

 
 

The LFO component generates cyclic modulation channels at a lower 
than audible frequency. It can be used to add vibrato to a sound when 
modulating pitch, tremolo when modulating amplitude amongst other useful 
effects.  
 

This LFO can be synced to the session’s BPM and features additional 
waveforms than that of the standard TouchDesigner LFO CHOP. 

 

Inputs:  
 
FrequencyMod_In: This input modifies the running frequency of the LFO and 
sets the number of channels at the output. It must have an input in order 
for the LFO to function.  
Reset_In: Similar to the Oscillator, on to off signals at this input will 
reset the LFO channel to the beginning of its cycle.   
  

Outputs:  
 
LFO_Out: Outputs the LFO channels. 
 

Parameters:  
 
Sample-Rate: Determines the sample-rate of the LFO channels. It is 
recommended to leave it high enough to avoid audible stepping but low 
enough to save on cook time.  
 
BPM Sync: Syncs the LFO oscillation frequency to the local BPM.  
 



LFO Wave Type: Choose from a list of waveforms. a “+-“ next to the name 
signifies a bipolar wave, meaning it oscillates between the values of -1 
and 1, a “+” signifies unipolar and will only oscillate between the values 
of 0 and 1.  
 
LFO Frequency: Set the frequency of oscillations. When BPM sync is set to 
“on” these values are stepped to rhythmic subdivisions of the local tempo.  

 
LFO Amplitude: Sets the maximum amplitude of the output channels.  
 
Mod Amount: This parameter controls a built-in attenuator for the 
“FrequencyMod_In” input. A value of 1 signifies no attenuation and thus 
full range of modulation whereas 0 means full attenuation and thus no 
modulation.  
 
Phase Expression On/Off: Enables or disables the “phase expression” in the 
component which allows each LFO channel to be offset by a specific amount. 
This is a useful feature to create a “quadrature LFO” for example in which 
4 identical LFO channels are each offset by 90 degrees. This adds to the 
cook-time so it is better to leave it “off” unless this features is 
specifically required.  
 
LFO Phase Step per Channel: The amount of phase offset per channel. Values 
are normalized from -1 to 1.  
 
Stereo On/Off: When set to ON, for each input channel in the 
“FrequencyMod_In” input, two LFO channels will be created. When used in 
combination with the Phase Expression, it is possible to create wide 
stereophonic modulation effects. It is especially nice when used with a 
filter.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MultiEnvelope: 
 

 
  

MultiEnvelope is a multi-stage, polyphonic and loop-able envelope 
generator. It packages all the unique and fun features of the trigger CHOP 
for faster and more efficient operation as well as expands its 
functionality by offering polyphonic modulation of its time parameters. 
 
 The length of the Attack, Decay and Release segments of the envelope 
are roughly 0 to 15seconds and are normalized to a logarithmic curve for a 
more traditional synthesizer feel when those controls are mapped to a set 
of knobs or sliders.   
 

Inputs:  
 
Gate_In: An on to off channel value at this input will trigger its 
corresponding envelope.  
 
KeyboardMod_In: Channels coming into this input, (typically from the 
VoiceAllocators’s “KeyboardMod_Out” output) will be used in conjunction 
with the “Keyboard to Time” parameter.  
 
Mod_In: Channels coming into this input, will be used in conjunction with 
the “Mod Input to Time” parameter. 
 

Outputs:  
 
Env_Out: Outputs the Envelope channels.  
 
 



Parameters:  
 
Sample-Rate: Determines the sample-rate of the MultiEnvelope channels. It 
is recommended to leave it high enough to avoid audible stepping but low 
enough to save on unnecessary cook time.  
 
Multi-Env On/Off: This toggle selects whether the timing of each envelope 
is affected by polyphonic events and enables the parameters Velocity to 
Time and Keyboard to Time. 
 
Mode: Choose from a selection of envelope curves:  

 
 

           Exponential       Linear           Logarithmic 

 
   Bumpy            Peaky             Smooth 

 
 

 
Note: The exponential curve is the one most typical of analog synthesizers 
 
 
Loop: When set to “on”, the envelope will automatically retrigger itself 
once it has reached the end of its “decay” stage. It is a useful feature 
for making variable shaped LFOs.  
 
Complete Envelope: When on, the envelope will cycle through the full 
length of its stages regardless of when a note-off message was received. 
 
Delay: Inserts an amount of delay in seconds between when the off to on 
gate is received at the input and when the envelope begins its attack 
stage.  
 
Peak Hold: The length of time of the peak is held before going into the 
decay phase.   
 
Sustain Hold: Sets the minimum length of time that sustain stage will be 
held before going into the decay phase. For example, if a gate off event 
is received prior to the minimum sustain hold. The envelope will remain at 
the sustain stage until the minimum time has elapsed before completing the 
release stage.  



Attack: Determines the amount of time taken from the initial keypress for 
the envelope to reach its peak amplitude of 1. 
 
Decay: After having reached the peak, the envelope now decays to the 
sustain level at the rate specified by this parameter 
 
Sustain: This is the level at which the envelope will be sustained while 
the key is held after having completed the decay portion of the envelope 
 
Release: Upon note-release, at whatever current value the envelope may be, 
it will gradually fall back to 0 in the time specified by this parameter.  
 
Velocity to Amplitude: Determines by the level of influence that the 
velocity of a note-on event affects the peak and sustain level of the 
envelope.  
 
Velocity to Time: As the name implies, this parameter adjusts the mount of 
modulation to the attack, decay and release stages by the velocity of the 
key-press. This allows for more expressive playing of string sounds for 
example and vary between the slow, smooth rise of sounds or sharp attacks 
depending on how hard the key is struck. The value can be inverted 
 
Keyboard to Time: This affects how much the range of the keyboard will 
affect the overall time of the envelope. It is useful in mimicking the 
properties of many acoustic instruments such as the piano in which lower 
notes will tend to ring out longer. Its value can also be inverted.  
 
Mod Input to Time: Functions similarly to the above two parameters but 
utilizes the “Mod_In” input channels.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DualMixer:  
 

 
  

 
This component is used to dynamically blend two audio sources together. It 
features a modulation input for easy control this signal blending as well 
as a ring modulator mode which can be used to achieve metallic-sounding 
sidebands and tremolo effects.  
 

Inputs:  
 
Audio_In1: The input for the first audio source.   
 
Audio_In2: The input for the second audio source.   
 
MixMod_In: Channels in this input will add their values to the “Oscillator 
Mix” parameter. If this total value exceeds the 0 to 1 range they will 
zigzag back in to range.  
 

Outputs:  
 
Audio_Out: Outputs the results of the mix between “Audio_In1” and 
“Audio_In2”. 
 

Parameters:  
 
Oscillator Mix: This parameter controls the blend between the channels in 
“Audio_In1” and “Audio_In2”. A value of 0 will select the first input 
exclusively, whereas a value of 1 will select input 2. Values in between 
will blend. This value is added to the channels coming in from the 
“MixMod_In” input and will zig-zag back to a value between 0 and 1 if 



their total value exceeds that range.  
 
RingMod: When on, the blending between both inputs will be done by 
multiplication as opposed to addition resulting in metallic-sounding 
sidebands. This can be a very useful effect for recreating bell sounds and 
other metallophones.  
 
MixMod Amount: Multiplies the channels coming in at the “MixMod_In” input 
by its value.  
 

VectorMixer:  
 

 
 
  

VectorMixer is a four-source signal mixer based on a synthesis 
technique from the 80s found in the Prophet VS and Wavestation called 
vector synthesis. 

 
Vector synthesis provides movement in a sound by providing dynamic 

cross-fading between four sound sources. The four sound sources are 
conceptually arranged as the extreme points of X and Y axes. A given mix 
of the four sound sources can be represented by a single point in this 
'vector plane'. Movement of the point provides sonic interest and is the 
power of this technique. Mixing is frequently done using a joystick, 
although the point can be controlled using envelope generators or LFOs.  

 
In addition to this, VectorMixer offers the possibility to ring-

modulate between the inputs and functions with any number of audio 
channels; stereo, quad etc.  

 

 



Inputs:  
 
Audio_In1: The input for the first audio source. Its vector location 
corresponds to an X value of 0 and Y value of 0.   
 
Audio_In2: The input for the second audio source. Its vector location 
corresponds to an X value of 1 and Y value of 0.   

  
Audio_In3: The input for the third audio source. Its vector location 
corresponds to an X value of 1 and Y value of 1.   

  
Audio_In4: The input for the fourth audio source. Its vector location 
corresponds to an X value of 0 and Y value of 1. 

 

 
ModX_In: Channel inputs control the location of the vector on the X axis 
 
ModY_In: Channel inputs control the location of the vector on the Y axis 
 

Outputs:  
 

Audio_Out: Outputs the results of the signal blending 
 

Parameters:  
 

X: Controls the location of the mix on the X axis in addition to the 
“ModX_In” input.  
 
Y: Controls the location of the mix on the X axis in addition to the 
“ModX_In” input.  
 
Ringmod 1/2: Adds ring modulation to the mix between inputs 1 and 2.  
 
Ringmod 3/4: Adds ring modulation to the mix between inputs 3 and 4.  
 
Ringmod 1/2-3/4: Adds ring modulation between to the mix of inputs 1 and 2 
and that of 3 and 4.  
 



PanningAmplifier:  
 
 

 
 
The PanningAmplifier is the component in charge of amplitude modulation of 
your audio sources and stereo summing of the voice channels. It can serve 
as the output module of your audio-synthesis network.  

 
Inputs:  
 
Audio_In: The input for your audio channels.  
 
AmpMod_In: Use this input to attenuate the level of the audio channels in 
the “Audio_In” input. This will typically be the output of the 
MultiEnvelope component.  
 
PanMod_In: Input the channels used to modify the stereo position of your 
synthesizer voices.  
 

Outputs:  
 
Stereo_Out: Outputs the stereo sum of all the voices after amplitude 
modulation and pan position modulation.  
 
Voices_Out: Outputs the individual voices after amplitude modulation that 
make up the summed stereo output above.  
 

Parameters:  
 

Voice Mode: Set this parameter to correspond with the nature of the input 



voice channels. If the voice channels are stereo pairs, set it to 
“stereo”. If they are not, set it to “mono”.  
 
Amplitude: Attenuates the output signal. 0 means no signal, 1 means full 
level.  
  
Pan Mode: The PanningAmplifier offers three panning modes which can be 
chosen based on preference. They are:  
 
   Linear     Constant Power   Compromise 

    
  
Pan Mod Amount: Determines the amount of panning modulation that will take 
place.  

 DualFilter: 

 

 
 
DualFilter provides a convenient way of using two multi-mode, variable 
slope audio filters in a variety of configurations in your audio-synthesis 
networks.  
 
All parameters of these two filters can be modulated polyphonically 
including the routing in which both filters are configured. They can be 
set up in series, in parallel or anywhere in between!  
 



A Few Notes About Filters: 
 
 
Type:  
 
I mentioned earlier the two filters are what’s called “multi-mode” filters, 
meaning that they have multiple modes of filtering!  
 

 
 
Lowpass: This is the most widely used 
filter type in analog subtractive synths. 
It will filter out frequencies above its 
frequency parameter at the given slope at 
which it was set letting pass only the low 
frequencies. It’s useful for about 80% of 
sounds honestly.  
 
                     
 
 
Highpass: Like the lowpass filter only 
opposite. It will filter out the low 
frequencies and pass-through only the 
frequencies above its cut-off frequency. 
Good for fizzy sounds or emphasizing the 
low-end of a sound with the filter’s 
resonance. 
 
 
                       
 
 
Bandpass: This filter passes only a band 
of frequencies above and below the cut-
off frequency as steep as the filter’s 
slope. I really enjoy using this filter 
type to hone in on interesting overtones 
for pads and ambiences.  
 
                       
 
 
 
 

 
Notch: Also known as band reject, this is 
the opposite of the bandpass filter and 
removes all the frequencies in the band 
around the cut-off frequency. This can be 
a good filter to use to create “phasing” 
type effects.  
 
                     



 
Slope: 
 
The DualFilter’s slope 
goes from 12db to 24db and 
refers to the amount of 
frequency attenuation in 
decibels per octave which 
is known as the filter’s 
slope. The steeper the 
slope, the quicker the 
overtones of a sound are 
attenuated by the filter. 
 
Traditionally, analog 
synths have come in 
primarily 2 flavours of 
filters each associated 
with particular 
manufacturers and 
particular sounds: 12dB 
slope filters (also known 
as 2 pole) and 24dB slopes 
(4 pole).  
 
Oberheim and Korg are known for their 12dB 
slope filters and buzzier sounds whereas 
Roland and Moog traditionally employ 24dB 
slopes in their filters which results in a 
somewhat “creamier” sound (whatever that 
means).  
 
Because of the legacy of Moog and Roland, 
24dB slopes are more often associated with 
bass sounds.  
 
What’s particularly great (and that you may 
have already noticed) with this filter however is that it doesn’t stand in 
either camp but can move from one to the other or stay anywhere in between! 
Just try finding a 13.2dB per octave slope on any other synth. You won’t!  
 
Cutoff Frequency:  
 
the cut-off frequency of the filter is the frequency at which the amplitude 
drop-off effects of the filter begin to occur.  
 
Resonance:  
 
Resonance boosts the amplitude of the sound at the cut-off and emphasizes 
the frequencies at that point. It adds a kind of “metallic” or “whistling” 
character to the sound.    

 



Inputs:  
 
Audio_In: The input for your audio channels.  
 
Slope1_In: Channels in this input will modify the slope of filter1. It is 
important that the number of channels at this input match those of the 
“Audio_In”.  
 
Cutoff1_In: Channels in this input will modify the cut-off frequency of 
filter1.  
 
Resonance1_In: Channels in this input will modify the amount of resonance 
of filter1. It is also important that the number of channels at this input 
match those of the “Audio_In”.  
 
Balance_In: Channels in this input will modify the mix between filter1 and 
filter2 per voice. The effect is most pronounced when the filters are set 
up in series.  
 
Series2Parrallel_In: Channels in this input will modify the routing of 
filter1 and filter2 per voice, blending a signal path in series with that 
of one in parallel.  
 
Slope2_In: Channels in this input will modify the slope of filter2. It is 
important that the number of channels at this input match those of the 
“Audio_In”.  
 
Cutoff2_In: Channels in this input will modify the cut-off frequency of 
filter2.  
 
Resonance2_In: Channels in this input will modify the amount of resonance 
of filter2. It is also important that the number of channels at this input 
match those of the “Audio_In”.  
 

Outputs:  
 
Audio_Out: Outputs the processed audio channels from “Audio_In”. 

 
Parameters:  
 
Filter1 Type: Select the filter type for filter1.  
 
Filter1 Slope: Set the filter slope for filter1 from 12db/octave to 
24db/octave. 
 
Filter1 Frequency: Set the cut-off frequency of filter1. From 0hz to 
20000hz on a logarithmic scale.  
 



Filter1 Resonance: Set 
the resonance amount of 
filter1.  
 
Filter2 On/Off: 
Enables/disables filter2 
and adds/removes if from 
the signal path for 
times when 1 filter all 
that is needed.  
 
Phase Invert On/Off: 
When filter2 is enabled, 
this parameter will 
inverse the phase of 
filter1 before passing 
it through to the second 
filter. It adds a subtle 
bit of colour to the 
audio. 
 
Balance On/Off: Enables/disables the “Filter Balance” parameter. This can 
be desirable when making use of the “Series2Parrallel” feature.  
 
Filter Balance: Determines the balance between filter1 and filter2 when 
the they are set in parallel.  
 
 
Filter Balance: This parameter continuously blends between having the 
filters wired in a series or wired in parallel.  
                                     
This is very interesting for creating new and unusual filter types!  
 
Filter2 Type: Select the filter type for filter2.  
 
Filter2 Slope: Set the filter slope for filter2 from 12db/octave to 
24db/octave. 
 
Filter2 Frequency: Set the cut-off frequency of filter2. From 0hz to 
20000hz on a logarithmic scale.  
 
Filter2 Resonance: Set the resonance amount of filter2.  
 

 
 
 
 
 



FunctionGenerator: 
 

 

 
FunctionGenerator is a simple utility module used to combine two 
modulation signals using a variety of functions.  

 

Inputs:  
 
A: channels at this input will correspond to the “a” in the Function 
parameter’s description.  
 
B: channels at this input will correspond to the “a” in the Function 
parameter’s description. 
 

Outputs: 
 
Out1: Outputs signals from inputs “A” and “B” after being combined by the 
function.  

 
Parameters: 
 
Function: Select which function will be used to combine inputs “A” and 
“B”. There are 35 in total for a wide variety of use cases. 
 
perform simple additions and divisions:  

 
- a+b  



- a-b  
- a/2+b  
- (a+b)/2  
- a/4+b/2  
- (a+2b)/3  
- b/(1-a)  

 
add depth control and exponential control to source “A”: 

 
- a*b  

note: This is a useful function to use the LFO in tandem with 
the modwheel for traditional synthesizer routings in which the 
higher the value of the modwheel, the more present the LFO 
modulation becomes.   

- -a*b  
- a*10^b  

 
controlled chaos and stepped controllers: 

 
- smpleBonA  note: This is effectively a sample and hold module 
- smplBon~A  
- QuntzBtoA(monoA!)  

 
limiting output ranges:  

 
- |a+b|  
- |a-b|  
- min(a,b)  
- max(a,b)  

 
switches:  

 
- aANDb  
- aORb  
- trackawhileb  
- trackbwhile~a  

 
vary response times: 

 
- lowpass(f=a,b)  
- hipass(f=a,b)  

 
waveshape the input:  
 

- sin(a+b)  
- cos(a+b)  
- tri(a+b)  

 
limit and weight control the output: 

 
- diode(a-b)  
- diode(a-b+.5)  
- diode(a-b-.5)  
- diode(a-b+.25)  



- (a+b)^2  
- zigzag(a,b)  
 
Feedback equations:  

 
- a(b-y)  
- a(y+b)  
- ay+b  

 
 
Simple Set-Ups: 
 
Two-oscillator synth with the modhwheel controlling the amount of vibrato 
and the velocity controlling the amount of envelope filter modulation. 

 

 
A four-oscillator vector synthesis patch in which LFO2 and LFO3 controll 
the X and Y axis of the vector. It features an independent envelope 
generator wired to the filter cut-off as wll as modwheel-controlled 
vibrato. 

 



 
  
 
 


